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A Huge Success, and a Transition
Almost six years ago, Temple welcomed a newly-ordained young Rabbi to serve as our
spiritual leader. A life-long resident of Toronto and graduate of the Leo Baeck College in
London, Rabbi Durbin was introduced to us by his fiancée, Rabbinic student Rose Kowel.
Rose, now Rabbi Rose Durbin, was serving as our Student Rabbi during Temple’s transition
from over twenty-five years of faithful service by Rabbi Richard Sobel.
Rabbi Durbin has served us lovingly, bringing new ideas and practices, helping us to transition,
faithfully addressing the multitude of tasks awaiting the leader of a small congregation, and,
inevitably, preparing himself to assume the leadership of a larger congregation.
Rabbi Matt, Rabbi Rose, and their daughters, Eliana and Maya have become an integral part of
the Temple family. Though we will miss them, we are happy to announce that he will be
moving on to Congregation Beit Ha Yam in Stuart, Florida.
We view our Temple as an excellent place for newly ordained Rabbis to gain their first fulltime experience, and, as with Rabbi Durbin, to bring new ideas and lots of energy to our
community. In that light, we intend to repeat the process.
Given our size and budgetary restraints, we will soon begin the search process for what will
likely be a recently ordained Rabbi. If you are interested in being a part of that process, please
let me know. Contact the Temple Office (office@glensfallstemple.com) or contact me
personally by e-mail (sga333@hotmail.com), or by phone (307-6266: cell; 793-1125: home).
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success in his new endeavor.
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Chai Society Breakfast Program
Topic: Light, Optics, Vision and Perception
Speaker: Stuart Leinoff, Professor Emeritus of Physics at SUNY Adirondack
and Former Chairman of the Science Division
Date and Time: Sunday, March 30th, @9:30am
Summary: The ability to see is arguably our most important sense. With both
eyes open, our brains receive approximately 250 million pieces of dynamic
visual data continuously. A basic understanding of light and optics is
necessary not only to understand "vision," but also to appreciate the fact that
our eyes provide a window to the world for our brain. In Professor Leinoff's
talk, audience members will learn how our brains can be subtly led or misled
when some of the incoming visual data is manipulated appropriately.
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Rabbi Durbin’s Message

It has been my honor and privilege to serve as your rabbi and spiritual leader for the past six years. As of July 1, my
family and I will be relocating to Stuart, Florida where I have accepted the position as the rabbi of Temple Beit
HaYam.
Although I am excited about this next stage in my professional and personal life, it will not be easy to leave Temple
Beth El. My family and I have developed such strong and meaningful relationships in this wonderful community. We
have truly made this temple our home. This community is very special and close to our hearts, which makes this
decision bittersweet. I want to thank the entire congregation for the warmth, understanding, and encouragement you
showed as I began my rabbinic journey. I am sincerely grateful to you for allowing me to serve as your spiritual
leader. We have shared in many joyful occasions, we have been there to comfort each other in challenging times, we
have strengthened the bonds of community, and promoted the presence of a strong Reform Jewish community here
in Glens Falls.
This community has greatly enhanced my personal and professional rabbinate. Temple Beth El has been a
tremendous source of support for me and for my family over the last six years. My family and I will greatly miss
Temple Beth El and all of our members. This congregation will always be our home and one which we will carry with
us on our journey forward.
Chazak, Chazak, V’nitzchazak- may you be strong, may you be strong, and may we all be strengthened.

Ask the Rabbi
Question: Do Jews believe in Guardian Angels or Spirits that help us through tough times?
Answer: Jews most certainly believe in angels. Angels are constantly referred to in our texts. From the very beginning
of our Torah, we are told that angels guard the entrance to the Garden of Eden, angels foretell the birth of Isaac, an
angel of the Lord stops Abraham from sacrificing his son Isaac, angels ascend and descend from Jacob’s ladder—our
tradition is replete with examples of how angels are directly involved in our lives.
In Hebrew, the word for angels is malach, meaning messengers. These messengers, therefore, are intermediaries
between God and the people, messengers of God.
But what is it exactly that angels do? Rabbi Gunther Plaut, of blessed memory, says in the Torah Commentary that
angels are “superior beings with special powers.” All one has to do is open one’s TaNaKh, our holy Bible. Angels
speak, stand, walk, sit, climb ladders, fly, ride horses, use weapons, bring prophecy, dialogue with God, act as God’s
council – as a sounding board and in advisory roles, worship God and sing in God’s heavenly choir (Kadosh, kadosh,
kadosh), do God’s bidding, record our deeds in the Book of Life, carry divine messages, act as heavenly custodians and
security guards, lift people’s spirits and help people in time of need (as we remember the angel who was with Hagar
when Abraham cast her out), and serve as God’s escort service to heavenly realms and even to Sheol, our Jewish
equivalent of a dark place after death, the underworld.
Do Jews have guardian angels? Well, surprisingly, yes. Medieval rabbinic literature has angels assigned to every human
being. (Pesikta Rabbati 44:8)
So we see that there has been an abundance of writing about angels in Judaism and for millennia Jews truly believed
they existed. Although, some may see angels as metaphors, but what angels stand for is a link which binds us to our
connection to God.
We are told in Jewish tradition, as we sing in “Shalom Aleichem,” that we are accompanied by two ministering angels
on Shabbat, as we leave synagogue and return to our homes, as Shabbat begins. The angels are there to protect us, to
guard us against evil, to watch over us and to ensure our relationship with God.
The presence of angels could be a source of comfort and strength to us in our everyday lives. The topic of angels is
one which is fascinating and one that we can certainly explore and delve into in future conversations. Let’s keep the
“message” alive!

Rabbi Matthew Durbin
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Torah Portions

10 Minutes of Torah

March 1

Sign up to receive a one-page e-mail each day on a topic of Jewish
interest. It only takes 10 minutes a day to get started on a lifelong
journey. Spend 10 minutes a day — and before you know it you’ll
have completed 100 hours of Torah study! All you need to do is
find ten minutes a day to “do Torah.” Reform Jews committed to
having Judaism in their daily lives are encouraged to participate in 10 minutes a day
for 5 days each week of personal connection to a Jewish text, issue or topic. For
example: Monday—Reform Voices of Torah; Tuesday—NFTY at 75;
Wednesday—Israel Connection; Thursday—Delving into Tfilah; Friday—The
Rhythm of Jewish Time. Select all five days or any combination. Each weekday
morning, an e-mail will be delivered to your inbox for you to study at your
convenience. Sign up for 10 Minutes of Torah by visiting:
www.reformjudaism.org/learning/ten-minutes-torah. Take your study of 10
Minutes of Torah to the next level by signing up for Eilu V’eilu.

Pekudei
Shabbat Shekalim
Ex. 38-21-40:38; 30:11-16.
Pr. II Kings 12:1-17;
I Sam. 20:18, 42.
March 8
Va-Yikra
Lev. 1:1-5:26;
Pr. Is. 43:21-44:23.
March 15
Tzav
Shabbat Zachor
Lev. 6:1-8:36;
Deut. 25:17-19.
Pr. I Sam 15:2-34.
March 22
Shemini
Shabbat Parah
Lev. 9:1-11:47;
Num. 19:1-22.
Pr. Ez. 36:16-38.
March 29
Tazri’a
Shabbat Hachodesh
Lev. 12:1-13:59;
Ex. 12:1-20.

Havdallah on the Slopes:
Calling All Families, Members, and Ski
Enthusiasts!
Have you ever wanted to be in the spotlight?
Have you ever experienced lights shining
brightly on you as you dash down the slopes?
Join us for our first ever Havdallah on the
slopes at West Mountain on March 8th at 6pm.
We will usher out Shabbat with a havdallah
ceremony followed by an
evening ski. It is certainly
something you don’t want to
miss!

Pr. Ez. 45:16-46:18

RSVP is required!!

March Family Service &
Potluck Dinner
Please join us on Friday, March
7 at 6 p.m. for a Family Service
conducted by Sara Rice's
Religious School Class, followed
by a potluck dinner. Temple will
be providing chicken and brisket.
Please call or e-mail Katie in the
Temple Office to let her know
what "ready-to-serve," side-dish
or beverage you will be bringing
to share. The Oneg will be
hosted by Matt & Allison Levin in
celebration of Jonah Levin's 9th
birthday!!!

Crafters’ Club
The monthly Crafters’ Club will meet on Monday, March 3 at 10 a.m.. As always, we welcome new
attendees. Pack up your latest artsy-craftsy endeavors and enjoy a relaxing morning of
camaraderie, conversation, and creativity!
Knitting, beading, scrapbooking, doodling, crocheting, sewing; any creative project is welcome at
Crafter's Club!
Please bring your own supplies or extras for sharing!
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March 2014
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THURS

FRI

*Please note that a minyan (10 people or more) is required for a Torah Service. If we do not have a minyan, we will have
a Torah Study followed by the Misheberach and Kaddish prayers. Please make a commitment to attend a Torah Service
so our Temple can assure others there will, in fact, be a formal Torah Service including reading from the Torah.

2

3

9 a.m.
Religious
School

10 a.m.
Crafter’s Club

4

5
No Hebrew
School

Rabbi Returns

Rabbi Away

9

6

10

9 a.m.
Religious
School

11

12

10 a.m. Book
Club (The Dog
Stars by Peter
Heller)

4 p.m. Hebrew
School

13

SAT
1
10:30 a.m. Torah
Study

7

8

6 p.m. Family
Service / Oneg
hosted by the
Levin Family in
celebration of
Jonah’s birthday

6 p.m. Havdallah
on the Slopes

14

15

7 p.m. Shabbat
Service / Oneg
hosted by the
Hellman Family in
celebration of
Jack’s birthday

10:30 a.m. Torah
Study

Shofar Deadline

16

17

9 a.m.
Religious
School

23

24

9 a.m.
Religious
School

30
9 a.m.
Religious
School
9:30 a.m. Chai
Society
Breakfast
(Guest Speaker:
Stuart Leinoff)

18

19

10 a.m.
Ritual/Pulpit
Committee
Meeting

4 p.m. Hebrew
School

25

26

7 p.m. Temple
Board Meeting

4 p.m. Hebrew
School

20

27

22

7 p.m. Torah
Service / Oneg
hosted by the
Adler/Marks
Family in
celebration of
Taylor’s birthday
and in memory of
Esther Adler

10:30 a.m. Torah
Service*

28

29

7 p.m. Shabbat
Service / Oneg
Rabbi Away
(Returns on
Thursday, April
3.)

31

21
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Temple Beth El History
“Be Thou a Blessing”
[This is an excerpt from a history paper written by Ella Cline, covering the period from June,
1937, through October, 1938. She called it, “Be Thou a Blessing.”]
One other aid to the smooth functioning group [in addition to the choir, begun at Rabbi
Ruskin's initiative] that we were aware we needed, but somehow didn't have before, was
a monthly bulletin of Beth-El activities which would also contain news items among the
members of the congregation. Such a bulletin, compiled by Dr. Ruskin, reached every
member of the congregation and of the sisterhood some time during each month. This bulletin is being
continued this year.
Dr. Ruskin conducted a lecture-discussion group in the Home Room every other Wednesday evening. Jews
in Germany was the topic, but his talks dealt with Jewish history in every land since the dispersion, and told
of our people's desperate struggle for survival against what seemed insurmountable odds. Those lectures,
because of their subject matter, could not very well be happy ones. The discussion that followed each talk
brought out many interesting questions which Dr. Ruskin invariably tried to answer with patience and tact.
The talk would continue for hours over tea and cookies.
Mrs. Hecht, the chairman for our religious school, reported many times that Dr. Ruskin had organized the
school along splendid lines and was doing work not usually expected of a rabbi, such as training the children
for a Chanukah play, for instance. He also continued the small Hebrew conversational class, insisting that
real studying should be done. His sermons were those of an intellectual and a pious rabbi, above our heads
maybe once so often, and he wore the velvet-banded robe of the doctorate in the pulpit.
Then why did this congregation think it best to change rabbis? Partly because we have become accustomed
to change. A new rabbi in the pulpit is more stimulating, more exciting, at first. But mostly because we
failed to realize – and still are in danger of failing to realize – that the work of a competent rabbi is exactly
what Dr. Ruskin did for us. For a rabbi is not merely a pleasant companion – he should be that, too – but
above all he must be a teacher, a leader, and often must irritate us to get us out of our indifference.
Of our many social and income-earning activities during the winter you already know; also of our Seder on
April 15, when more than ninety persons were present. We worked diligently and happily with our
president, Mrs. Slater, and helped the men of the congregation as we had planned and was expected of us.

BARTLETT, PONTIFF,

Regan Denny Stafford Funeral Home

STEWART & RHODES, P.C.

53 Quaker Road

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
One Washington Street
Glens Falls, NY 12801
Phone (518) 792-2117

Queensbury, New York 12804
P: 518-792-1114
F: 518-792-1287
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Café Beth El
Saturday, April 5, 2014
Doors Open at 7:30 p.m. * Show Starts at 8 p.m.
A lifelong collector and performer of traditional songs, George Ward draws on the rural
singing tradition of the American Northeast for his main inspiration. Ancient ballads migrant
in the New World, songs of the rural home and hearth, songs of the lumber woods, the
rivers and canals are central to his repertoire. They are joined by songs of social
movements, the Down-Rent Wars of nineteenth century New York, the American
Revolution, and by comic songs from a variety of traditions.

George’s writing includes contemporary songs, often in traditional style, dance tunes and
other explorations for a variety of traditional instruments and soundtracks for a number of film and
television productions. He is best known for traditional and original music soundtracks for no less than four
productions telling the story of the Erie Canal, created over a twenty-five year span of waterways research.
A folklorist by academic training, George carries on the work that he and his wife, Vaughn Ward (of blessed
memory), began more than thirty years ago in the documentation and public presentation of source artists,
the true tradition-bearers within whose families and communities traditional arts are carried on. The Wards’
productions of recordings, concerts, exhibits and festivals of traditional artists earned them one of only two
Evergreen Lifetime Achievement Awards ever given by Traditional Arts of Upstate New York.

Watch for further information coming soon!

Save The Date:
Temple Beth El’s Passover Seder
Tuesday, April 15, 2014 at 6 p.m.
Service by Rabbi Matthew Durbin
Catering by Monahan Chase Caterers
Reservations must be received on or before Friday, April 4, 2014.

All are invited to bring their family seder plates from home. There will
be a seder station for filling seder plates. For those who do not bring
their own seder plates, there will be plates filled with traditional foods
on each table.

More Information To Follow . . .

Going Out of
Business
Sale!!!!
Effectively
immediately,
everything in
the Temple’s
Judaica
Shop is now
50% off,
plus tax!!
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Upcoming
Events:
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Contributions
GENERAL FUND

In Memory of Nancy Burritt:
Bonnie Yanklowitz
Sheldon & Louise Binns
In Memory of Sonny Segan:
Sheldon & Louise Binns
Judith Metzner Shepherd
Kelly Bolton
Donald Schwartz
Wishing a Speedy Recovery to Florence Handen:
Sheldon & Louise Binns
Wishing a Speedy Recovery to Gilda Siegel:
Sheldon & Louise Binns
In Memory of Robert Siegel:
Jon & Dale Nemer
In Appreciation of Game Night:
Carole Wells
In Memory of Samuel Slater:
David & Carol Aronson
In Memory of Gussie Gordon:
Phil & Erma Gordon
In Memory of Beulah Yanklowitz:
David & Carol Aronson
In Memory of David Gancher:
Paul & Betty Gancher
ENDOWMENT FUND

In Memory of Sonny Segan:

History Note
Changing Rabbis
This month's excerpt of Ella Cline's Temple history chapter for 1937 1938, comes at an opportune time, because it concerns what the
Congregation sought in the decision to hire or retain a rabbi. As we
recently learned, Rabbi Matthew J. Durbin, after six years as the spiritual
leader of Temple Beth El, will leave in June to serve a larger congregation
in Stuart, Florida. This is a normal transition for a young rabbi, but, of
course, it requires a transition for us as well, as we seek a new spiritual
leader.
Readers of the history articles in the Shofar know that, in the mid 1930's,
Temple Beth El experienced a frequent turnover in rabbis – sometimes as
many as three in one year. In the summer of 1937, a young rabbi who had
agreed to remain for another year changed his mind when a better
opportunity arose, and left in October, immediately after the High Holy
Days. Only one week later, Dr. Albert A. Ruskin arrived. Ella Cline
remarked that he was “among the most learned” of our spiritual leaders,
and that we gained from his experience serving much larger congregations.
Mrs. Cline reported that Dr. Ruskin held an M.A. degree from Harvard
University, a Ph.D. from Dropsie College, and the degree of Master of
Hebrew Literature from the Jewish Institute of Religion [which later
combined with Hebrew Union College].
Mrs. Cline credited Dr. Ruskin with taking the initiative and guidance to
create several of the programs which are still instrumental in the life of our
congregation today, including the Temple choir and the monthly bulletin.
She remarked that the chairman of the religious school “reported many
times that Dr. Ruskin had organized the school along splendid lines and
was doing work not usually expected of a rabbi, such as training the
children for a Chanukah play. . . .” There was no confirmation class in
1938, but for Shavuot, Dr. Ruskin prepared the children for a recital in the
decorated Sanctuary. Each of the nineteen children performed a reading
and placed flowers on the Bema. The rabbi also conducted adult
programs, including a challenging course in conversational Hebrew and a
regular lecture/seminar series in the Home Room.
In the spring of 1938, it was time to determine whether to offer Dr. Ruskin
a contract for the following year. At that time, evidently, the entire
congregation voted on hiring and retention decisions. To the obvious
dismay of Mrs. Cline, the congregation voted to dismiss Dr. Ruskin at the
end of his contract in June.
“Why?”, you may wonder. After fifteen years of struggling for spiritual
leadership, we seemed to have the perfect rabbi. Mrs. Cline gave us a few
hints. Dr. Ruskin appeared on the Bema in academic robes (not unusual at
that time for Reform rabbis with doctoral degrees) and gave erudite
sermons that did not appeal to some. More telling was the subject of his
lecture series – the conditions for Jews in Germany, in the context of
history since the destruction of the Temple. As Mrs. Cline remarked,
“[t]hese lectures, because of their subject matter, could not very well be
happy ones.”
This is food for thought as we seek a new rabbi. And you will read more
about Dr. Albert Akiva Ruskin. Stay tuned.

Norman & Sylvia Kudan

Judith Metzner Shepherd
Get Well Soon Wishes to Mel Bittman:
Norman & Sylvia Kudan

Chairman, History Committee

The March 2014
We Remember
Mourners Kaddish for the following individuals will be
recited in Temple on the noted dates:
March 7
Evelyn Bennett, *Albert Berkowitz, Ida Frank Blecker,
Seymour Brandt, Dora Honigsbaum Elitzer, Harry
Feldman, *Rose Fribush, Yvette Lynn Hocutt, *Henry J.
Metzner, Blanche Salomon, *Dorothy Seidel, *Florence
Seidel, Bella Suckman, *Arnold Wurtenberg, Richard
Yamin
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Happy Birthday!
Charles Gartner (3/2 – 11 years old!), Mia
Corton (3/2), Howard Silverberg (3/3), Jack
Hellman (3/4), Amanda Nemer (3/4), John
Schultz (3/6), Paul Gancher (3/7), Joanna
Beers (3/9), Joel Solomon (3/14), Elissa Eichin
(3/16), Benjamin Marks (3/17 – 9 years old!),
Alexander Marks (3/17 – 9 years old!), Deborah
Friedman (3/18), Philip Gordon (3/18), Nathaniel
Hellman (3/19), Hilda Grunblatt (3/20), Benjamin
Heyman (3/24 – 8 years old!), Samuel Friedman
(3/26), Kibby French (3/27), Jeffrey Naftaly (3/29)

March 14
*Esther Adler, *Gloria Bittman, *Lazarus Bronne, *Tema
Burick, Rose Fine, Louis Freeman, *William Ginsburg,
Frances Gordon, David Merkel, Gerald Miller, *Harriet
Patrick, Charles Poster, *Abraham Sovetts, *Joseph
Stabins, *Mortimer Task, Irwin Taubman, Ruth Sanden
Upton
March 21
Lester Binns, *Arthur Feldstein, Sidi Koltai, *Sidney
Leinoff, Esther Schlitt, *Martin Segan, Rose Seidman,
Benjamin Stillman, *Freda Tansey, Joseph Yanklowitz
March 28
Augusta Stichman Copelan, Carmela D’Amico, Jack
Ginsburg, Egon Heller, Rose Kushner, Richard B. Levitz
(*name appears on yahrzeit plaque in the sanctuary)

R. Cohen Recycling, Inc.
38 Geer Street
Glens Falls, NY 12801
518-792-2010
Scrap Metal Processors
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Passover Will Be “Later” This Year
Last November when that strange phenomenon known as "Thanksgivukah" took us by surprise, people started asking
"How did this happen?" and "When will it come again?" The following response arrived in many "E-mail boxes" early
in February so we can stop wondering. It was sent, compliments of the Union for Reform Judaism in the form of Galilee
Journal, to individuals who subscribe to "Ten Minutes of Torah." Members of any URJ affiliated congregation can
subscribe to "Ten Minutes of Torah." and receive "Ten Minutes of Torah" over the internet on a weekly basis. (Refer to
the article on page 3 which tells you how.)

Galilee Diary
Catching Up
By: Marc J. Rosenstein
Our rabbis taught: A year may be declared a leap year on three grounds: on account of the premature state of the grain
crop, or that of the fruit trees, or on account of the lateness of the equinox. Any two of these reasons can justify
declaring a leap year, but not one alone.
– Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 11b
If you have been wondering whether this Hebrew year will be a leap year, I can put you out of your suspense: From our
bedroom window we have a clear view over our neighbor's almond tree. It has not even begun to think about
blossoming yet – and I am writing this during the first days of the month of Adar – over two weeks after Tu BiSh'vat,
the day we celebrated by singing "The almond tree is blooming..." which, of course, it wasn't. Moreover, if we were to
continue with the regular succession of the months, Pesach would come out a week before the spring equinox, so it
would not be "Chag Ha'aviv," the festival of spring. So, were the Sanhedrin still in charge here, they would take into
account this discrepancy in the date of Pesach – and my observation of the almond tree – and decree that after Adar,
there would be a re-run, a second month of Adar, in order to push Nissan – and therefore Pesach – back to where it
belongs in the cycle of seasons.
This system is an example of Israel-centricity in the halachah*. The decision about the calendar is universal, affecting
Jews everywhere. And yet, the determination was made based on the conditions in the land of Israel (well, actually the
equinox is not a local phenomenon...). When the rabbis decided to declare a leap year (in Hebrew, the term is "pregnant
year"), they sent letters to the diaspora communities announcing their decision. When Jews in Australia celebrate
Pesach, "the festival of spring," it is autumn outside their windows; the spring they observe is the one in Israel. Over the
centuries, there have been (and still are) arguments over the centrality of Israel and its religious authorities in Judaism.
But no one ever suggested that the declaration of the leap year should be based on conditions elsewhere – not even
Babylonia.
However, in the fourth century, the rabbis realized that a calendar based on observation would be an endless source of
controversy and of struggles over authority, so they created a perpetual calendar into which the difference between the
lunar and solar cycles was built mathematically, eliminating the need for obtaining witnesses to the new moon, or
observations of the delay of spring. The difference between a solar year and a lunar year is eleven days, so if we add
seven months in the course of 19 years, we come out even (7 * 30 = 19 * 11 [almost]). The law that was set was that
years 3, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, and 19 are "pregnant." So divide the Hebrew year by 19; if the remainder is one of those
numbers, there will be two months of Adar. It is now 5774, so we're in year 17 of the cycle. (Your 19th, 38th, 57th,
76th, and 95th birthdays on the Gregorian calendar will coincide with the Hebrew date on which you were born.)
This formula neutralized the direct centrality of Israel in the calendar, allowing Jews everywhere to live in
synchronization without an authority in Israel to look out the window and issue calendrical decrees. This can be seen as
an advance, and as a boost to Jewish unity. On the other hand, something's gained and something's lost, as it also
represents one stage in the ongoing disconnection between diaspora Jews and the land of Israel – a process that in our
day has reached the point at which for many if not most Jews, the visceral, geographical and calendrical connection with
the land, its seasons and its landscape, its weather and its agriculture, has almost completely faded away, leaving us with
only the sense of obligation (or not) of loyalty to the modern political state of Israel.
Prime ministers and their policies come and go, but the annual flowering of the almond tree is forever.
*halachah—Jewish law
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Get Well Soon
Kayra Balente, Erica Bartholomew, Donald
Bartlett, Dan Beldy, Jean Berg, Marcus Berg,
Louise Binns, Ronald Binns, Mia Corton, Maureen
Estberg, Elaine Faller, Victor Friedman, Nettie
Furman, Alan Gartner, Dawn Gideon, Jacqueline
Gordon, Mark Grunblatt, Seth Gutman, Anita
Johnson, Edith Katz, Sheldon Kramer, Howard
Krantz, Elliot Lang, Ralph Leinoff, Elizabeth Levy,
Jeffrey Levy, Diane Martin, Leonard Meyers, Ed
Miltch, Sylvia Miltch, Richard Muller, Lester
Nadler, Jessica Panebianco, Dorris
Pock, Lewish Rich, Edie Rudnick,
Bob Savarin, David Setzer, April
Solomon, Benjamin Steuer, Jane
Stuebing, Alfred Supe, Judy Supe,
Carole Wells, Bill Woodward
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Appreciation
To Paul & Betty Gancher for hosting an Oneg in
February in memory of David Gancher.
To Albert & Rebecca Charhon for hosting an Oneg
in February in memory of Martha Green.
To Bruce & Ellen Katz for hosting an Oneg in
February in memory of Peggy Chanis.
To the Rosoff / Rice Families for hosting an Oneg in
February in celebration of Mattea’s birthday.

Book Club
Here are the books that we will be reading and
discussing:
March 11, 2014: The Dog Stars by Peter Heller
April 8, 2014: Gold by Chris Cleave
May 13, 2014: On Writing by Stephen King
Happy reading,

Karen Marks
Officers & Board of Trustees
President: Stephen Adler
Vice President: Matt Levin
Co-Treasurers: Karen Marks & Allison Levin
Recording Secretary: Kathy Naftaly
Immediate Past President: Barbara Rosoff
Trustees: Mark Fleischer, Jack Hellman, Jeffrey Hill, Dave Lieberman,
Jennifer Nadler, Sanford Searleman, Scott Schwartz, Judith Metzner
Shepherd, and Larry Silver

Committees
Ritual/Pulpit Chair, Jack Hellman
Cemetery Chair, Michael Seidel
Membership Chair, David Lieberman
Personnel Chair, Kathy Naftaly
History Chair, Judith Metzner Shepherd
House Chair, Larry Silver
Religious School Chair, Rabbi Durbin
Rabbi Durbin and
President Stephen Adler will be
ex-officio members of all committees.

Temple Beth El
3 Marion Avenue
Glens Falls, New York
12801-2813

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Rabbi Matthew J. Durbin
Phone: 518-792-4364
Fax: 518-792-4336
office@glensfallstemple.com
www.GlensFallsTemple.com

Temple Beth El welcomes unaffiliated,
traditional, intermarried & nontraditional families and individuals.

The Shofar
Editors:

Phyllis Brown
Lois Hellman
Judith Metzner Shepherd
Editorial Assistant:

Katie Weaver

Writing for the Shofar? Think Ahead!
Writing something for the Shofar? REMEMBER YOUR DEADLINES. Articles and announcements for the
Shofar should be sent to the Temple Administrative Assistant, Katie Weaver, well in advance of the desired
publication date. The deadline for each issue (usually the 15th day of the preceding month) is shown on the
Calendar page, but your article should arrive as early as possible. The Shofar is published before the first day of
each month, and PUBLICATION WILL NOT BE DELAYED for late articles and announcements.
Remember: If your article will be timed to coincide with a holiday or event, you will want it to appear at least as
early as the issue preceding the event. And if you are asking for volunteers, for reservations, or for advance ticket
or merchandise purchases, your article or announcement may need to appear several months in advance. Even for
something that is several months away, it is never too early to submit an announcement to get the Shofar readers
to “save the date”!
The Editors welcome letters and other reader contributions. E-mail submission (Office@GlensFallsTemple.com)
is preferred. Submit your article as an e-mail message or as an attachment. If you lack internet access, you may
deliver or mail your submission to the attention of Katie Weaver at Temple Beth El, 3 Marion Avenue, Glens
Falls, NY 12801, timed to arrive prior to the deadline.

The deadline for getting articles to Katie for the April issue of the Shofar is
Thursday, March 14!

